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Abstract

Context: Platelet counts from automated haematologyanalysers are crosschecked in peripheral smears by
counting the number of platelets in ten oil immersion fields and multiplying their average by 15000. Since
different microscopes have different field diameters, the area viewed and the number of platelets counted in ten
fields differs between microscopes. Hence it is inappropriate to use the same multiplication factor of 15000 in
all microscopes. Aims: To determine whether the multiplication factor of 15000 should be modified in a
microscope with field number 20. Settings and Design: Platelet counts were estimated by two different methods
from peripheral blood smears by using a microscope with field number 20. Multiplication factor used was
12000 in method A and 15000 in method B. Results of the two methods were compared with automated platelet
counts. Methods and Material: Automated platelet counts were obtained from Sysmex XT1800i for 200 blood
samples and compared with the manual counts estimated from Leica microscope with field number 20 by the
two methods mentioned above. Statistical analysis used: ANOVA, student’s t test, correlation coefficient. Results:
Results from method A correlated strongly with automated platelet counts (correlation coefficient of 0.978) and
did not differ significantly from them (p value of 0.28). Method B results differed significantly from automated
counts (p < 0.001). Conclusions: Modifications to multiplication factor are essential when microscopes of different
field diameters are used for platelet count estimation. We have suggested those modifications needed for
various types of microscopes in this article.
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Introduction

Accurate measurement of platelet counts is essential
in the monitoring andmanagement of patients with
many disorders and has got prognostic significance
as well [15]. But unfortunately the accuracy of
automated haematologyanalysers in measuring the
platelet counts is low particularly in cases of
thrombocytopenia [6,7]. Hence various methods have
been proposed to crosscheck the platelet counts
obtained from automated haematologyanalysers. One
of the methods that is widely in use is by counting the
average number of platelets in ten oil immersion fields
in peripheral blood smear and multiplying it by 15000

[8]. But different microscope models have different field
diameter and the area of slide viewed in an oil
immersion field varies between microscopes. Hence
this study was done to find out whether the same
formula can be applied to estimate platelet count using
a microscope with field number 20 or whether it needs
modifications.

Materials and Methods

200 blood samples that were received in our
laboratory for complete blood counts were included
in our study. An informed consent was obtained from
the patients before doing this study. EDTA anti
coagulated blood samples were fed to the automated
haematology analyser Sysmex XT1800i within three
hours of collection and platelet counts obtained. Cases
of thrombocytopenia were excluded from our study
as platelet counts from automated analysers can be
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inaccurate in cases of thrombocytopenia.  Air dried
thin peripheral blood smears were prepared from the
blood sample and stained with leishman stain. These
smears were examined by a microscope (Leica) with
Field number 20 (Field number of a microscope will be
mentioned in the eyepiece of the microscopes next to
the magnification). Cases with platelet clumps were
excluded from the study.

An optimal area where platelets were regularly
distributed at the junction of body and tail where the
cells were in monolayer was selected and observed
under oil immersion objective. Platelets were counted
in ten fields and their average was taken. Platelet count
was calculated from this value by two methods. In
method A this value was multiplied by 12000 and in
method Bit was multiplied by 15000. A multiplication
factor of 12000 was selected in method A because the
field area of a microscope with field number 20 is
approximately 1.25 times the field area of a routine
microscope with field number 18 (Field diameter
viewed under an objective lens can be calculated by
dividing the field number by magnification power of
the objective, provided there is no tube lens. Field area
can be calculated from this field diameter). Hence the
already existing multiplication factor of 15000 was
corrected to 12000 in method A. Platelet counts
obtained by these two methods were compared with
the automated blood counts. ANOVA, student’s t test
and correlation coefficient were used to analyse the
results with Microsoft excel 2010.

Results

Automated platelet counts of the samples ranged
from 155000 to 685000 with a mean value of 295081.
Results from method A were similar with platelet
counts ranging from 156000 to 720000 with a mean
value of 306780. Platelet counts in this method were
lower than the automated platelet count in 53 cases
(26.5%) and higher in 147 cases (73.5%). In 76% of the
cases (152 cases), difference from the automated count
was less than 30000. Results of method B showed
significant variations with platelet counts ranging
from 195000 to 900000 with a mean of 383475. Platelet
counts obtained by this method were higher than the
automated platelet count in all the cases.Difference
from the automated count was less than 30000 in only
5.5% of the cases (11 cases). ANOVA showed that
results of these three methods were different from each
other. Student’s t test showed that results of method A
and automated platelet counts were not significantly
different (p value of 0.28). But the results of method B
were significantly different from automated counts (p

value <0.001) and from method A as well (p value
<0.001). Correlation coefficient was high showing a
strong correlation between method A and automated
counts (r value of 0.978). Scatterplot showing the
results of method A plotted against automated counts
is given as Figure 1.

Field Number of the  
Microscope used 

Suggested 
Multiplication Factor 

18 15000 

20 12000 
22 10000 
25 8000 

 

Table 1: Suggested modifications to the multiplication factor
when using microscopes with different field numbers for
assessing platelet count*

*Assuming there is no additional tube lens in the microscope used

y = 1.006x + 9672.
R² = 0.956
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Fig. 1: Scatterplot showing minimal dispersion and a strong
correlation between automated platelet counts and results of
Method A.

Discussion

Accurate measurement of the platelet counts is
essential in monitoring patients with various
disorders and to plan further management. Besides
these it has got prognostic significance as well [15].
But this accurate measurement of platelet counts is a
challenge to the pathologist because the routinely used
automated analysers are known to be less accurate in
estimating platelet counts particularly in patients with
thrombocytopenia [6,9]. Although the International
Council for Standardization in Haematology (ICSH)
and the International Society of Laboratory
Haematology (ISLH)  have recommended a method
based on platelet/Red Blood Cells (RBC) ratio and
fluorescent labeled platelets as the reference method
for platelet count estimations, its high cost prevents
its routine use [10].

Few more methods have been suggested for the
estimation of platelet count in the recent past [1113],
particularly the method based on platelet/RBC ratio
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in peripheral smear seems promising. Butthese
methods are dependent on some automated analyser
values. Of all the existing methods, the only reliable
method that can be used even in the absence of
automated analyser is the traditional method where
the average number of platelets per oil immersion field
is multiplied by 15000. Although it has certain
disadvantages, this method is popular among
pathologists as it is simple and can be used even in an
emergency as well as in rural areaswhen none of the
automated analysers are available.

One of the major drawbacks of this long existing
method is interobserver variability and sometimes
variability even when the same person reviews the
slide again. This was observed by Nosanchuket al
[14] also in their study, the study which first
established the validity of this method. Such variability
has been noted by Gao et al [15] as well in their study.
This variability is due to the differences in the field
selected and field to field variations in the number of
platelets. Such variations can be minimized by
examining an area where the platelets are regularly
distributed and where the cells are in monolayer at
the junction of body and tail.

Our study results show that the routine
multiplication factor of 15000 cannot be used in
microscopes with field number 20 as it overestimates
the platelet count significantly. This variation was
more marked in patients with thrombocytosis. A
multiplication factor of 12000 gave platelet count
results within acceptable range.Nosanchuket al14 had
suggested that eight fields can be counted instead of
ten fields in microscopes with wider field of view to
compensate for the wide area measured. We feel
counting for eight fields is not the ideal solution for
this issue because so many varieties of microscopes
are available today with a wider field and having
varying field numbers (20, 22, 25 etc). Counting for ten
fieldsmakes the calculations a little easier and also
has the advantage of viewing more area so that the
field to field variation in the distribution of platelets
can be covered up.

Another dilemma in this method is some authors
suggest a multiplication factor of 20000. Many studies
are being published on this with some studies
supporting a multiplication factor of 15000 [8,16,17]
and some others supporting 20000 as multiplication
factor [1315,18]. A clear conclusion cannot be arrived
at about the multiplication factor after reading these
articles, more so because these articles have not
mentioned the field number of the microscopes they
have used in their study. Our study results are in a
favor of 12000 as multiplication factor for microscopes
with field number 20 which indirectly means that a

multiplication factor of 15000 is optimal for
microscopes with field number 18. Using the same
concept, we suggest that the multiplication factors
given in Table 1 can be used for microscopes with
other field numbers. For people who want to persist
with 20000 multiplication factor in microscopes with
field number 18, ideal multiplication factors will be
16000, 13000and 10000 for microscopes with field
numbers 20, 22 and 25 respectively. One must also
remember that if their microscopes have an additional
tube lens, corrections must be made for that as well by
dividing the values given in these tables with
magnification of the tube lens. However these
suggestions need to be confirmed by further large scale
studies in future.
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